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June 26,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION:;T|R QUAYl !
~

SUBJECT: REVISED AP600 DESIGN RELIABILITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM LIST OF
RISK SIGNIFICANT STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

References: 1. Letter from NRC to Westinghouse (Huffman to Liparulo), " Criteria for Establishing
Risk Significant Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) to be Considered for
the AP600 Reliability Assurance Program," dated January 16,1997.

2. NUMARC 93-01 Revision 2, " Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Industry Guideline
for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants", dated
April 1996.

3. Letter from Westinghouse to NRC, NSD-NRC-97-4958 (DCP/NRC0715), "AP600
Reliability Assurance Program Completion," dated Febraary 7,1997.

Dear Mr. Quay:

The NRC has taken a new position (see Reference 1) for creation of the AP600 Design Reliability
Assurance Program (D-RAP) list of risk significant structures, systems, and components (SSCs). It
should be noted that these new requirements are more restrictive than the requirements used by the
evolutionary ALWRs whose designs were recently approved by the NRC. This position requests that
Westinghouse revise AP600 SSAR Section 16.2 to make it consistent with the Reference 2
maintenance rule guidelines for identifying risk significant SSCs.

Given this new requirement, Westinghouse created a list of AP600 PRA internal events which meet i

the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) risk significance determination criteria. These criteria include a / !

risk achievement worth (RAW) greater than or equal to 2.0 or a risk reduction worth (RRW) greater
than or equal to 1.005, which is equivalent to a Fussell-Vesely (FV) value of 5%. Note that the only
SSC which meets the RRW FV criterion and not the RAW criterion is the hardware failure of residual -
heat removal system motor-operated valves. !
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The expert panel then convened and evaluated each of these events /SSCs to determine which should
be included in SSAR Table 16.2-1 (SSAR Section 16.2.7.1.4 defines the expert panel referred to in
NUMARC 93-01 Section 9). The SSCs which met the NUMARC 93-01 criteria but which the expert
panel determined were not appropriate for inclusion in the D-RAP are listed in Table 1, attached to
this letter. Generally, the exclusions are based on one of the following justifications:

1. Some SSCs are passive components which do not move and therefore are not considered to be risk
significant. (This criteria was not applied to hardware or software or to passive components for
which credible failures could be derived from an initiating event).

2. Diversity of hardware and software is not controlled by D-RAP. Rather, it is captured in PRA
insights and the ITAACs. This criterion does not apply to common cause failures (CCF).

3. Some systems were conservatively grouped for PRA but are unrelated such that the CCF
modelling is overly conservative. j

in addition to the events /SSCs which meet the NUMARC 93-01 criteria and the expert panel review,
the expert panel judged some additional SSCs should be included in the D-RAP. These are included j

in the attached markup of SSAR Section 16.2, including Table 16.2-1. This markup is provided for ,

use by the NRC in writing the SSAR Section 16.2 FSER. ]

The Westinghouse status for DSER open item tracking system (OITS) item 4852 is now Action N for )
review. In addition, DSER OITS item 3943, for which Westinghouse took the action to evaluate |
hydrogen ignitors and containment fan coolers for the D-RAP, and provided input to NRC by |
Reference 3, is statused Closed for Westinghouse since it is superseded by item 4852. NRC should |

provide Westinghouse with an update to the NRC status for item 3943.

This submittal will be included in Revision 14 of the AP600 SSAR.

Please contact Robin K. Nydes at 412-374-4125 if you have any questions regarding this transmittal.

//" )~o-

Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

Attachments

cc: W. C. Huffman, NRC (w/ Attachments)
F. X. Talbot, NRC (w/ Attachments)

| N. T. Saltos, NRC (w/ Attachments)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachments)
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Table "., Attached to Letter NSD-NRC 97 5122
SECS Which Meet the NUMARC 93 01 Selection Criteria I

but are not included in the AP600 D RAP 1

Based on Expert Panel Review |

Basic Event Rationale for not including in the AP600 D-RAP,
Description SSAR Section 16.2

CCF of Core Makeup The PRA was overly conservative when making this CCF assumption. The
Tanks (CMTs) CMTs are physically separated, passive components for which no credible CCF

can be derived from a single initiating event. In addition, this is an ASME
Class I component, subject to regular control and inspection.

CM r Ruptures and Flow The CMTs are passive components for which the possibility of failure, or |
Tuning Orifice Plugs and rupture, independent of an initiating event is negligible. CMT How tuning
Ruptures orifice plugging is not expected since this is a nonrestrictive orince of about 4"

ID which carries clean water. The flow through this orifice is tested during the
system level inservice tests.

CCF of Accumulator The PRA was overly conservatise when making this CCF assumption. The
Tanks accumulator tanks are physically separated, passive components for which no

credible CCF can be derived from a single initiating event. In addition, this is
an ASME Class 3 component, subject to regular control and inspection. )

Accumulator Tank These are passive components for which the possibility of failure, or rupture,
Ruptures and independent of an mitiating event is negligible. Accumulator Cow tuning
Accumulator Flow orifice plugging is not expected since this is a nonrestrictive orifice of about 4"
Tuning Orifice Plugs and ID which carries clean water. The Dow through this orifice is tested during the
Ruptures system level inservice tests.

Leak / Plug of PRHR Heat The PRHR heat exchanger is a passive component for which no credible failure
Exchanger or leak can be derived from a single initiating event. There is a Technical

Speci6 cation which applies for PRHR leakage. For post-accident (non-
'

Technical Specification) conditions, stresses would decrease from the normal
pressurization to full system pressure such tnat leakage would not develop. In
addition, small leaks do not affect the PRHR heat exchanger performance.

No plugging of the PRHR heat exchanger is expected since it carries clean
water. System level inservice testing demonstrates now and heat transfer.

Failure of PRHR due to The IRWST is a passive component for which no credible failure can be
IRWST Failure derived from a single initiating event. Failures that would lead to rapid

draining of the IRWST and result in failure of the PRHR heat exchanger due to
loss of heat sink, would require a significant breach in the IRWST. During
PRHR operation, no significant loads are anticipated such that significant
margin exists relative to the design loading conditions.

De design loadmg on the IRWST is based on ADS actuation, after which
PRHR operation is not important. The design loads were developed from the
full-scale sparger tests at the VAPORE facility in Cassaccia, Italy. Because the
PRHR is normally pressurized to full system pressure, post-event stresses would
decrease pressure such that leakage would not develop.

m
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[ Basic Event Description Rationale for not including in the AP600 D. RAP,

SSAR Section 16.2

CCF of PMS, PLS, and The PRA was overly conservative when making this CCF assumption. This
DAS Indication for PRA internal event, as an SSC, is captured in the D RAP as " Main Control
Operator Actions Room (MCR) Indication and Control Mechanisms to Support Operator

Actions". Diversity is an inherent design requirement such that the PRA is
overly conservative in this grouping, which assumes subsequent failure of
system indications which have no CCF source.

PLS CCF with PMS The PRA common cause event is failure of the PLS and PMS. While this
event meets the RAW criteria, PMS is the major contributor to the CCF rate
and those PMS SSCs are already captured in the DRAP under "PMS Actuation
Hardware" and "PMS Actuation Software" In addition, the PLS SSCs are
captured in the DRAP under "PLS Actuation Hardware" Because the-

important SSCs related to PLS CCF with PMS are already captured, this event
,

need not appear separately in the list of SSCs.

CCF of Motor Driven The PRA was overly conservative in its grouping of all these motor-driven
Pumps to Run pumps. The risk-significance of this grouping relates only to the chilled water

system (VWS), not component cooling water TCS, and VWS as grouped in the
PRA. This is captured in the D-RAP as " Chilled Water System (VWS) Low
Capacity Subsystem for CVS Room Cooling".

CCF of Containment The PRA was overly conservative in grouping and assuming CCF of CMT and
Sump Level Heated RTD containment sump level heated RTD sensors.
Sensors

De sensors for CMT level, as well as those for IRWST level which initiate
containment recirculation, are included in the D-RAP. The containment sump
level sensors provide for no automatic action; they provide information to the
operator for manual actuation of containment recirculation as a backup to the ,

IRWST level.

Sensors for Component The PRA common cause event for feedwater flow is overly conservative in
Cooling Water and grouping the feedwater now sensor with low pressure environment sensors for
Service Water Flow and component cooling water, service water, and instrument air. The PRA effect of
Instrument Air Pressure these sensors on the feedwater now event, compared to the high pressure /DP

sensors provided for in the D RAP, is negligible.

CCF of BAT Level The BAT take; no automatic action based on sensor input. In addition, the
Transmitters / Sensors BAT has no signitbance but was grouped with the IRWST level transmitters

which are captured in the D-RAP.

|

|

.
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AP600 Opes It:n Tracking Sy;tana D t base: Exec tiva Seminarry DatT: 5/19/97 ' i
,

Selection: { item noj bety.cen 3943 And 3943 Sorted by item #
,

,',)
i

Item dst R Sectson Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC f
No Branch Questu>n 1)pc . Detail Status Engineer Status Status 12tter No. / Date

3943 NRR/SPSB 16 2 - M IG4)I RAPranton mile Closed Action W NTD-NRC-96-4830

Based on an August 16,1996, meeting uith the NRC to resolve their comments on the Reliability Assurnace Program (SSAR Sectim I6 2), we have'
placed the hy drogen ignitors and containment fan coolers in the " Risk Significant SSCs under the Scope of RAP" table with TBDs as justilication foe

inclusion Upon completion of the Focused PRA, there will be an cvatuation to determine if these components should be included in the RAP table f
A SSAR Section 16.2 markup will be transmitted by DCP/NRC0612 (NSD-NRC-M830) This markup will be revised based on the outcome of the
PRA evaluation for these components and issued in SSAR Retision 10. j f

SSAR markup was transmitted To close, thEs markup should be reviscd to reflect replacement or deletion of TBDs. rLa 10[16/96''
~ ~

SSAR confirmatory to ensure the markup prosided in NSD-NRC-97-4958 is incorporated into SSAR Rev 12. NRC did not confirm this markup,
rather, they revised the criteria for selecting SSCs for the RAP. Suggestion was made 4/l5 to NRC that this item be chised with NSD-NRC-97-4958
and the followen actions be tracked by OITS item 4852 rLa 4/15N7 |
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AP600 Opea Item Tracking System Database: Executive Summary Datn 6/26/97
Selection: (item nol between 4832 And 4852 Sorted by item # e

licm .- DSER Section Title /thnption Resp (W) NRC

-No Hrunch Oxstion Type Iktml Samus Engineer Stsus Status letter No / Dae
-. . . , . . - . . - .

[w
, ,

Action W4252 NHlu91QMit 16 2 MTG-COM R AP/Cantoo, Mike
~ o

,Evalose impact of NRC letter (I/16/97), Cn$ria for Estabhshing Ud.'Significant S$1uctures, hem,s, and Conpunents (SSCs) to be Considered

;for the AP600 Rehability Aswrance Prograrn_'

,
. -... _ . -. . -. . ._ . . - - - - , - - -, _

;ta progress. See NSD-NRC.97-4958, explaning this letter is being ev*Iewd. rLa 2/lGr97.
iThe RAP table of SSCs has been revised based on the maintenance rule cnteria and expert panel review and a draft will be sent to NRC on May 2.
With NRC concurrence on the draft, the sisus will be changed to Confirm-W to ensure it gets into the end-May SSAR rev. rin 5/1/97 '

This draft was not sent due to extensive mgt review comments. The RAP will go in SSAR Rev 14. A marinp is being sent to the NRC(the letter

t**S!caQyl8). sin M5 _ , , _ _ , _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ , _
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16. Technical Specifications

|

| 16.2 Design Reliability Assurance Program
|

| This subsection presents the AP600 Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP). |
|

16.2.1 Introduction

I The AP600 D-RAP is implemented as an integral part of the AP600 design process to provide
confidence that reliability is designed into the plant and that the important reliability
assumptions made as part of the AP600 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) will remain valid I

throughout plant life. The PRA quantifies plant response to a spectrum of initiating events
to demonstrate the low probability of core damage and resultant risk to the public. PRA input

,

includes specific values for the reliability of the various structures, systems, and components '

(SSCs) in the plant that are used to respond to postulated initiating events.
l

l The D-RAP as shown in Figure 16.2-1, is implemented in three phases. The first phase, the
i Design Certification phase, dermes the overall structure of the AP600 D RAP, and implements
I those aspects of the program which are applicable to the design process. During this phase,
I risk-significant SSCs are identified for inclusion in the program using probabilistic,.

I deterministic, and other methods. Phase II, the post-design certification process, develops
I component maintenance recommendations for the plant's operations and maintenance activities
i for the identified SSCs. The third phase is the site specific phase, which introduces the plant's
I site specific SSCs to the D-RAP process. Phases I and II are performed by the designer.
I Phase III is the responsibility of the Combined License applicant.

I Finally, Figure 16.2-1 shows the Operation.al Reliability Assurance Process (0-RAP). This
i phase, which is implemented by the Combined License applicant, provides confidence that the
I operations and maintenance activities performed by the operating plant support.dould
I -memtem the reliability assumptions made in the plant PRA.'

>

l 16.2.2 Scope
I

l' The D-RAP includes a design evaluation of the AP600 and identifies the aspects of plant
I operation, maintenance, and performance monitoring pertinent to risk-significant SSCs. In
I addition to the PRA, deterministic tools, industry sources, and expert opinion are utilized to
I identify and prioritized those risk-significant SSCs.

I 16.2.3 Design Considerations -

i
I

Eittensive efforts are involved in optimizing the AP600 desigri fotoperationabvailability as;-~ .

I

I well as safety. The use of consistent reliability information provides confidence that the
I calculated system availabilities are based on the same data and assumptions as the PRA.

! I When an alternative design is proposed to improve performance in either area, the revised

| l design is first reviewed to provide confidence that the current assumptions in the other areas
! I are not violated. When a potential conflict exists between safety goals and other goals, sa'fety '

| l goals take precedence.
'

}- -

Revision: 10

3 Westingh0088 16.2-1 December 20,1996
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16. Technical Specincations

| As part of the design process, risk-significant components are evaluated to determine their
i dominant failure modes and the effects associated with those failure modes. For most
I components, a substantial operating history is available which defines the significant failure
I modes and their likely causes.

{I
|

l ne identification and prioritization of the various possible failure modes for each component I

I lead to suggestions for failure prevention or mitigation. This information is provided as input
I to the Combined License applicant's operatienal reliability assurance activities because it
I defines the means by which component-reliability-can be rnaintamed.O -M.P. i

1
-

| Re design reflects the reliability values assumed in the design and PRA as part of-

I procurement specifications. .

I 16.2.4 Relationship to Other Administrative Programs
1

| The D-RAP manifests itself in other administrative and operational programs.in h AP600'.
I The technical specifications provide surveillance and testing frequer.cies for certain risk-

,

I significant SSCs, providing confidence that the reliability values assumed for them in the PRA i
| will be maintained during plant operations. ' ""- -- "- Eisk-significant systems that
I provide defense-in-depth or result in significant improvement in the PRA evaluations are |
| included in the scope of the D-RAP, to pmvha-high-deg= of confidence 4rsheir |
l perfo==.- y
i

I The O-RAP can be implemented through the plant's existing programs for maintenance or -

I quality assurance. For example, the plant's implementation of the Maintenance Rule,
i 10 CFR 50.65, can provide coverage of the SSCs that would be included in 0-RAP. The
| Combined License applicant will be responsible for the submittal of an O-RAP to the NRC.
I ne NRC will review this process as part of the plant's mainter 'se program, Quality
I Assurance program, or other existing program.

I 16.2.5 The AP600 Design Organization
|

I De AP600 organization described in Section 1.4 formulates and implements the AP600
1 D-RAP.

The AP600 management staff is responsible for the AP600 design and licensing.
,

ne AP600 staff coordinates the program activities, including those performed within
Westinghouse as well as work completed by the architect-engineers and other supporting
organizations listed in Section 1.4.

I De AP600 staff is responsible for development of Phase I of the D-RAP and the design,
analyses, and risk and reliability engineering required to support development of the program.

I Westinghouse is responsible for the safety analyses, the reliability analyses, and the PRA.

Revision: 10
December 20,1996 16.2-2 W W95tingh00$8
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| 16. Technical Specifications

,

| *

l The reliability analyses are performed using common databases from Westinghouse and from
industry sources such as INPO and EPRI.

I Within thc cngiaccring c,rganization,lh'e Risk and Reliability organization is responsible for
i : bdg'.3 mm2;ing =d Ncgra:ing the D-RAP and has direct access to the AP600 staff. Risk and
I ' Reliability is responsible for keeping the AP600 staff cognizant of the D-RAP risk significant
I items. program needs and status. Risk and Reliability participates in the design change
I control process for the purpose of providing D-RAP-related inputs to the design process.
I Additionally, a cognizant representative of Risk and Reliability is present at design reviews, ,

=d sis 's meeting:. Through these interfaces, Risk and Reliability can identify dixrcpacic3 detos| a

.I between the performance of risk significant SSCs and the reliability assumptions in the PRA.
I

Meetings between Risk and Reliability and the designer are then held to re=1se di=rcp=th a is suet.
cies,

reanaag , Aer
I 16.2.6 Objective

| Re objective of the D-RAP is to design reliability into the plant and to maintain the AP600
| reliability consistent with the NRC-established PRA safety goals.

1 The following goals have been established for the D-RAP:

I Provide reasonable assurance that*

|

| - The AP600 is designed, procured, constructed, maintained and operated in a
I manner consistent with the assumptions and risk insights in the AP600 PRA for
I these risk-significant SSCs
|

| - Re risk-significant SSCs do nifdegrade to an unacceptable level during plant f
I operations
!

I - Re frequency of transients that challenge the AP600 risk-significant SSCs are
I minimized
I

l - De risk-significant SSCs function reliably when they are challenged

I Provide a mechanism for establishing baseline reliability values for risk significant SSCs*

I identified by the risk determination methods used to implement the Maintenance Rule
I (10 CFR 50.65) and consistent with PRA reliability and availability design basis
I assumptions used for the AP600 design

Provide a mechanism for establishing baseline reliability values for SSCs consistenta

I with the regulatory treatment of nonsafety systems (RTNSS) process ( Lrf - ) 3
,

Provide a mechanism for establishing baseline reliability values for SSCs consistenta

with the defense in-depth functions to minimize challenges to the safety-related systems

Generate design and operational information to be used by a Combined Licensea

Revision: 10

[ Westingh00$8 16.2 3 December 20,1996
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- 16. Technical Specifications

applicant for ongoing plant reliability assurance activities

| The site-specific portion of the D-RAP (Phase III) is the responsibility of the Combined
i License applicant.
l ,,y Er dmW N kthThe Combined License applicanteheuldd. wEcI bmit itsp-RAP organization escription for NRC ,
I remew- Oh W h SR sf h

i s 4c & Oct. e
The goal of the Combined License applicant's O-RAP sbeu!d be te =uruhat reliability is
maatamed consistent with overall safety goals and thq the capability to perform safety-related
functions,iremaintaw.4, Individual component reliability values are expected to change
throughout the course of plant life because of aging apd changes in suppliers and technology.
Changes in individual component reliability values e acceptable as long as overall plant

I safety performance is maintained within the NR established PRA safety goals and the i
'

deterministic licensing design bases. g ., 4 , n

l 16.2.7 D RAP, Phase I

|

| Phase 1, the definition portion of the D-RAP, includes the initial identification of SSCs to be |
included in the program. implementation of the aspects applicable to design efforts, and |
definition of the scope, requirements, and implementation options to be included in.the later I

phases. ,,

l 16.2.7.1 SSCs Identification and Prioritization

I The initial task of the D-RAP is identification of risk-significant SSCs to be included within
the scope of the program. As shown in Figure 16.2-1, the AP600 PRA and thc A"500 i .
implementation of the RTNSS procca-are-sources used to identify those SSCs, and-their

I eriticaFfailure-modes 'Ihe review of light water reactor industry experience and industry
I notices (such as licensee event reports) support the process. An expert panel is also emglpyed
I in the selection process. < m,c>itw .. ,1 h 1hv < . de i m w'h)), M b t de t' a : 4# 7Pv n 4 qc e emn e d uc th ( CA

wcv t% h u. '3 enr1 pvfa-yc e ' n4 cr'cis tG n)
i PRA-based measurements provide (mformation that contnbutes to the D.. t}fication h' Fis w ) *retA

ent d

prioritization of SSCs A component's risk-achievement worth 3 RAW)is the factor by which
I the plant's core damage frequency increases if the component reliability is assigned the
i value 0.0. In.selectingArisk ach2evement woeththreshold for identifying crmcalcomponents,-

itsee wusidereo tnat tne AP600 has a wiu damage ircquency eyy.vuustc|y two ordcra>f-
I magstudrtowerthan su of cuncudy cycrating pressumedwater wents-Thusruhreshold

riskwhievement v. orth of-as-least-10-for any givcn ecmpancnt swyyvits-en-AP604-core-
I damage-ficqueAy sat is-10 times ocuct dum that of currendy-cperating scactei5.

Components with risk achievement worth values of 16 or greater w+11-te un.iuded in
I the D-RAP. O W cm>cb d

f- c i nd. u . m
Risk' reduction-worth 1RRW)is used in the selection process. A component's risk reduction
worth is the amount by which the plant's core damage frequency decreases if the component's

Revision: 10
December 20,1996 16.2-4 W V|esingliOUS8
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| reliability is assigned the value 1.0. A threshold measure of.b4 or greater is used as the|
'

I cutoff. Ghcu iheJnw enre damnga frequeacy of /Tf,00, da, s cca:4dered 2ppropriate
1

Components with mk-reductign-worttrof44 or greater w.illbeincluded in the D RAP. lu,irnf.frk . e i ,c0 Qrr c c a n u cw-J3 c . , . .

i FtrssebVesety-worth 4FVW7 is also used in the screening process. His is a measure of an
event's contribution to the overall plant core damage frequency. Components with Fussel-

| Vesely worth of 20 percent or greater are inefuded in the D-RAP.
c . .; <. c rm tcO, en IP i s t .< . g n

h. 3 p, c. @ t hRTNSS-process is also instrumental in identifying risk-significant SSCs. T% proccss
g r .,@ c. . N c . cont:dna bci sob.b;1btic =d dete-nia4 tic :kran;s and-9 daterihed in Reference 4-- A.i

CW PRA onun..ij ;;udy (Referene: 2) ">= pcifor;n:d :c edculaw cer: 6:g: fr:qu:ncy rd=
}grge ralena frennency attnmi"g nO sic-dii ivt uvuaufc;y M!*'ad 99Ct to mitig*WT

I and shutdem even L 'n'4 M"ity 3 ady a r;f:r-d to = the focused PRA. The
deterministic identification of rish-significant SSCs encompasseg the following guidelines and
considerations:

ATWS rule (10 CFR 50.62)*

Loss of all ac power (10 CFR 50.63)*

Post-72 hour actions*

Comainment performance*

Adverse interactions with the AP600 safety-related systems*

Seismic considerations*

Nonsafety-related systems identified as risk-significant are considered in the scope of
I the D-RAP:

|

|

Diverse actuation system |*

l Non-Class IE de and uninterruptible power supply system*

Offsite power, main ac power, and onsite standby power systems.

Normal residual heat removal system*

Component cooling water system*

Service water system.

Finally, risk significant SSCs are selected using industry experience, regulations, and
engineering judgment.

I 16.2.7.1.1 Level 1 PRA and Shutdown Analysis

ne I.evel 1 PRA evaluates accident sequences from initiating events and failures of safety
functions to core damage events. The probability of core damage and the identification of
dominant contributors to that state are also determined in this analysis.'

15
A low power and shutdown assessment was conducted to address concems about risk of

| operations during shutdown conditions. It encompasses operation when the reactor is in a
j subentical state or is in a transition between suberiticality and power operation up to 5 percent

| of rated power. It consists of a Level 1 PRA and an evaluation of release frequencies and
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|

magnitudes.

|l Included in the D-RAP are events that meet the threshold risk achievement worth, risk i
i reduction worth, or Fussel-Vesely worth values defined in subsection 16.2.7.1.

11 16.2.7.1.2 Level 2 Analysis
I

ne Level 2 analysis predicts the plant response to severe accidents and offsite fission product ;

releases. Specifically, the analysis includes the following sections: '

.

Evaluating severe accident phenomena and fission product source terms-

Modeling the containment event tree.
I

| Analyzing hydrogen bum. mixing, and ignitor placement l
*

Modeling the AP600 utilizing the MAAP4 code.

| Equipment used in the prevention of severe accidents and severe post-accident boundary
I conditions is credited in the Level 1 and Level 2 PRA analyses. An example of this

preventive equipment is the reactor coolant system automatic depressurization system A
Successful depressurization leads to core cooling, and in the event that injection fails, results
in a low pressure core damage sequence that has fewer uncertainties and can be more easily
mitigated than high pressure core damage.

I The containment event tree used in the AP600 Level 2 PRA examines the operation of
equipment which mitigates the threat to the containment from severe accident phenomena.

,

The systems credited for the mitigation of large fission product releases are containment
isolation, passive containment cooling water (MS), and operator action to flood the cavity by |

I opening the recirculation valves and energizing the hydrogen ignitors.-

I 16.2.7.1.3 External Event Analyses
|

l' These analyses consider the events whose cause is extemal to all the systems associated with
normal and emergency operations situations. ney include the following:

Internal flood*

Seismic margins analysis-

External events evaluations (such as high winds and tornados, extemal floods, and*

transportation accidents)
|

Fire*

| The internal flood analysis identifies, analyzes, and quantifies the core damage risk
contribution as a result of intemal flooding during at power and shutdown conditions. The ;

I analysis models potential flood vulnerabilities in conjunction with random failures modeled
'

Revision: 10
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as part of the internal events PRA.

The seismic margins analysis identifies potential vulnerabilities and demonstrates seismic
margin beyond the safe shutdown earthquake. The capacity of those components required to |

bring the plant to a safe, stable shutdown is evaluated. !W l
i 16.2.7.1.4 Expert Panel p y( cW k .| |

4 tc< v _ r
Meetings were held among Systems Engineering. PRA, and Reliability Engineering to identify

1 2dM~u! SSCs that should be included in the D-RAP. As shown in Figure 16.2-1, industry-
wide information sources and engineering judgment were employed in considering the !.

I addition of SSCs to the D-RAP. I*

,

l 16.2.7.1.5 SSCs to be Included in D RAP

| Table 16.2-1 lists the non-site specific SSCs included in the D-RAP. In Figure 16.2-1, this
I list is denoted as " Risk significant items (non-site-specific)" For each item listed in the "SSC"
|

colug8e=gpsponding " Rationale * given. Items whose values exceed the thresholds
here

I for m =n:,ik re&ctbr. e F'2sre!'!:My are included and noted as such. Other
SSCs are included based upon their significance to It4NSS, Level 2 analysis, extemal event

I analyses, or seismic margin analysis. Additional items are included based upon an expert
I panel review. The " Remarks" columnyrovides additional insights into the selection process.lu gas *. A m enewm.s
1 The use of th;ik r:&ction wenh, Fussel-Vesely worth, rd exte .d.evenremena resulted
I in no SSC selections.

'

.

I 16.2.7.2 D RAP, Phase II
|

l During Phase II of the D-RAP, maintenance assessments and recommendations are developed
I by-the-desgner to enhance the reliability of the plant risk-significant components. These
I activities are shown in Figure 16.2-1 as " Recommended Plant Maintenance Monitoring
| Activities." The recommendations can take the form of monitoring activities or preventive,
I predictive or corrective maintenance, and are dependent upon the types of failure modes that
I a component may experience. These modes are generally determined by a failure modes,
I effects and criticality analysis. The maintenance recommendations address the most significant
I failure modes of the component.

-1

I 16.2.7.2.1 Information Available to Combined License Applicant

I To support the Combined License applicant's D-RAP Phase 4E and O-RAP, the following
I information is provided at-the-end-of Phw H:

The list of risk significant SSCs identified during the design phase*

I The PRA assumptions for component unavailability and failure dataqunded tu*

I Ghurci 32 vi ths PRA scpcn.-
,
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:
i

.

I The analyses performed for components identified as major contributors to total risk,=
'

with the dominant failure modes identified and prioritized. The suggested means for
prevention or mitigation of these failure modes forms the basis for the plant surveil.

I lance, testing, and maintenance programs.

t.- -Reference I provides recommended short-term availability controls for nonsafety-related !
SSCs that perform the functions-identified 25 RUSS-irnisertantenese-recommenda. |

-ticas includ: *he eaandaa=1 cd:: "h n Sc sy:t:n= = risk 5;gnifl:-* 'ha

iccenoucaded incte for a"andad meata"rce erantinae na 'h> ~ stem _and remedial- |
Oc*iOL3 If N.c 3 5icu4 a5 uei siaila' !c.7 v,

I 16.2.7.3 D-RAP, Phase III
l

l Site-specific activities of the D-RAP are the responsibility of the Combined License applicant.
I Figure 16.2-1 shows these activitig in the Phase III area of the figure. At this stage, the
i MWs D-RAP package muss We' modified or appended based on considerations specific
I to the site.O.n ex=;1: of ib '"~M M W.r: ^f **-' c^-~*r te ic rii
I The Combined License applicantI anni pYocesses as a guide during this phase of the program.

^
g -p a

Mbo<y ( ,. $c Combined License applicantfdEpeY anelgg" composed of personnel knowledgeable in the systems.
operations, and maintenance of a plant, En.rq these personnel shouki have the breadth of experience' : ,

necessary to perform the site-specific SSC selections and evaluations for the RAP. |
| 16.2.7.4 D-RAP Implementation

i The following is an example of a system that was reviewed and modified under the D-RAP,
~

I Phases I and II. He design and analytical results presented here are intended as an example

and do not necessardy/r.nc cf f}w t);x e f" m f.%gn.vtw nrxt y ehts W J W J,L
rt flect the current AP600 desi

tc f'.kk on a,r
.

The automatic depressurization system, which is part of the reactor coolant system, acts in
conjunction with the passive core cooling system to mitigate design basis accidents. 4ts
functieu is ;e r&ce -rta' c^^!rt sr'am p r!"N ia ? enaraHad fathian en =U^= 'ke
requiscd f|c= n:; f.ein do, le cs p;:::"- bj=cd^a supphe (cen m9aup '-is,

I acc....u|cers, c.ad in-cum 4ummui id. cling -. m mnage tank). 16 a . wood primarily to
mi:ig- m -Lec.k |c;c-ef-cock.L: sec!&rt (I.OCAsk De automatic depressurization
system function is discussed in subsection 5.4.6 of the SSAR.

The earlier automatic depressurization system design contamed four depressurization stages,
I with motor-operated valves in all stages. Preliminary PRA analysis established that fourth

stage failure, in certain combination with failures of other stages, was a major contributor to
core damage frequency, nus,it was concluded that the fourth stage valves should be diverse

'

in design from the valves in other stages to reduce common cause failure.

I As a result of joint meetings among the AP600 PRA, Design, and staff organizations to
I discuss core melt frequency improvements, the fourth stage automatic depressurization system
I was changed from a motor-operated valve to a squib (explosively actuated) valve. He new

.
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I configuration of the system is shown in the reactor coolant system P&lD (Figure 5.1-5 of the
i SSAR). An example of the analytical results that reflect this change is provided in
I Table 16.2-2.

I As part of the evaluation of the squib valves, a failure modes and effects esiicMity analysis
I (FMERA) was prepared to identify subcomponent failures and critical items that could lead
I to hazardous or abnormal conditions of the automatic depressurization system and the plant.
I The identification of failure modes facilitated the development of recommended maintenance
I and in-service testing activities to maximize valve reliability.

The squib valve is a completely static electromechanical assembly. Prior to activation, there
are no moving parts. No powered components are needed to hold a stem seat or globe in

I place by torque, solenoid coils, or friction. T,paal rfer a p--icd of r;<c .cf ling entege7
cycle- 2djemca:s, sys::ch setti.g chech, or ceniyenca; icplemnmui are nui acquuod; '

however, du :c ee M-~a' nan" -ci an explesse n.r.::dal, oc prirnct chemix. assef551y |

="" E rep!:::d aiti- 5 yn s. ANxplosive actuator is a simple, passive device !
d^- net req"i- in wrvic, resting _ ne H::gd:y of :he cicca-; cal circ;;; to- e: ::ptosive

I m:cr cw be centmoonsly-verified by cari+- cret,*

g,j ,,

'

Because the automatic depressurization system fourth stage valves perform safety-related
functions, they will be subject to in-service testing to verify that they are ready to function

I in an accident. Subsection 3.9.6 of the SSAR includes in-service testing requirements for

("'' t M ' *4these valves. '

ce w k -fre nu i cW 9 7 ;<c b>h d vetu A r2 G ble O @> S .
'

Ne4.c 4w nn Arce _pwmf v s es me ALxt iu4 su ( .

l Table 16M ennent 'as s- p BMA results from both the inneth cesa- quib velvc; &nd
I the :ccend rd third st*g: me:ct-egreted velvc3. Thc;c companen" raal high in isk-
| significancc prieuiy-for dm ante-se d:ge;d-den sy;icin.- H: failum niedc; :::
| .provided, alcag veitkmMntermdu. ecille.nce rece==--A*'%ns -d de :::icni fe ihe
I rgeregande:;en3. S M R. wchen 3 ?.G. $ I a Ab 't% ceMeniMh k'i

6 t}t; sn end go,;l tNed W gle -

| 16.2.8 Combined Licenn Activities - G. RAP
'

I These activitie.< are represented in Figure 16.2-1 as " Plant Maintenance Program."

| The Combined License applicant is responsible for performing the tasks necessary to maintain
I the reliability of risk-signincant SSCs. Reference 3 contains examples of cost-effective
I maintenance enhancements, such as condition monitoring and shifting time-directed

.

I maintenance to condition-directed maintenance.

I The Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) is relevant to the Combined License applicant's
i maintenance activities in that it prescribes SSC performance related goals during plant
I operation.

w og,ta.r s m pc- w h w I:r 'nk) o % #.
I He objectives of the S-Ph shm.id bc in:cp:;d into the Combirad License-applicent's-
| Quality Assurance Program developed to implement 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
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I

,

i In addition to performing the specific tasks necessary to maintain SSC reliability at its
required level, the, activities sheend include er i...;ats:

C AAt' .

I Reliability data base - Historical data available on equipment performance. The=

compilation and reduction of this data provides the plant with a ;" k y source ofe
component reliability information. Aher p!=! c;= ::;en Nme, this data "- al-

I gre=,rd becc=jacic sacful in the Cc=bined LLux apphcaf 3 ^ RAP:w

I Surveillance and testing -In addition to maintaining the performance of the components*

I necessary for plant operation, surveillance and testing provides a high degree of
I reliability for the safety-related SSCs.

| Maintenance plan inraaA-d te p;svidc hig': an p ;;; ::!!abihty-by &g imu*

l acesuni naanufaamm' -~^= "- end crietig cxyeccnce$s plan describes
the nature and frequency of ma;ntenance activities to be performed on plant equipment.

| The plan includes the selected SSCs identified in the D-RAP. the = periodic;!!y
evahrated:

1 16.2.9 Glossary of Terms

I -ADS As;esnetic dcpc3;sik :!; . :ys;cin- ,
l

l D-RAP Design Reliability Assurance Program - performed as part of the AP600
design effort to assure that the reliability assumptions of the PRA remain
valid throughout the plant operating lifetime.

,

M,W Fu . x l - Waly ucoctw
I O-RAP Operational Reliability Assurance Process

|

| PRA Probabilistic bsk lessessment

I RAW Risk /schievement North

| Risk-significant Any SSC determined in the PRA or by risk significance analysis (e.g., |
|| Level 2 PRA and shutdown risk analysis) to be a major contributor to

overall plant risk i

| RRW Risk huction Orth
|

- i

| RTNSS Regulatory treatment of knsafety-related ' systems
, ,

.

I SSC Structures, systems, and bmponents

.
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|

|
\

| \ Table 16.2-1 (Sheet 1 of 13)
|

\ RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs UNDER THE SCOPE OF Ik AP|

'N / !
I hC"' Rationale * / Insights and Assumptions

\
l System: Reactor CoolantSystem RAW 210. EP. The RCS removes heat from the
I \ Level 2 reactor core and transfers it to the || secondary side of the steam generator
I for power generadon. The RCS also
I-

provides for overpressure protecdon,
||

automatic depressurization to support |
| core cooling following LOCAs, and
| RCP trip to support CMT operation.

| Compoaent: Reactor coolant pump trip -/ RAW 210 These breakers open automatically to |
| breakers (CCF)'" allow core makeup tank operation.

I Component: Pressurizer safety valves [ These valves provide overpressure |\ / protection of the reactor coolant
|

| / system.

I Component: Automatic depressudIation Level 2) The automatie depressurization system
I system Stage 1/2/3 motor operat/d valves provides a controlled depressurization " |

| of the reactor coolant system
I following loss-of coolant accidents to '

I allow core cooling from the
I /

accumulator, in-containment refueling
I / ater storage tank injection, and
|

'

c tainment recirculation. The
I auto atic depressurization system
| provi " bleed" capability for,

(l / feed /bl cooling of the core. The
| / automatic depressurization system
I / also provid depressurization of the
I / reactor coolan system to prevent a
l / high-pressure co melt sequence.

' N
;* Q(; {~\ (?

k 6i n&ltd hbv|
.N s

i
|

[
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Table k b2~l (all f g%)
RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITHIN TIIE SCOPE OF D RAP,

System, Structure, or Rationale * Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)*

System: Component Cooling Water (CCS)

These pumps provide cooling of tgrgigesigl(heatCCS Pumps EP

removal system (RNS) and the 6=y m -t p:= heat
exchanger. Cooling the RNS heat exchanger is RTNSS-
important during shutdown reduced-inventory conditions.
CCS valve realignment is not required for reduced-inventory*

conditions.

System: Containment System (CNS)

Containment Vessel EP,L2 The containment vessel provides a Sarrier to steam and
radioactivity released to the atmosphere following accidents.

Hydrogen Ignitors EP,L2, The hydrogen ignitors provide a means to control H 2

Regulations concentration in the containment atmosphere, consistent with
the hydrogen control requirements of 10 CFR 50.34f.

System: Chemical and Volume Control System (CVS)

rtyrnog
These CVS check valves are nune... closed and have toCVS Makeup Pump Suction RAW

and Discharge Check open to allow makeup pump operation.
Valva

CVS Makeup Pumps RAW /CCF These pumps provide makeup to the RCS to accommodate
leaks and to provide negative reactivity for shutdowns, steam
line breaks, and ATWS. i

System: Diverse Actuaticn System (DAS) |

Turbine Impulse Pressure RAW These sensors provide signals used as permissives for the
Transmitters 001 and 002 DAS automatic reactor trip function.

Containment Isolation EP,L2 These containment isolation valves are important in limitmg
Vabes Controlled by DAS offsi:e releases following core melt accidents.

DAS Actuation Hardware RAW The DAS is diverse from the PMS and provides automatic
(sensor input through actuation of selected plant features including control rod
control output and insertion, turbme trip, passive residual heat removal (PRHR)
indication) heat exchanger actuation, core makeup tank actuation,

isolation of critical containment lines, and passive
containment cooling system (PCS) actuation.

Distribution Panels EDSI- RAW These panels distnbute power to the DAS equipment.
EA-14 and EDS2-EA-14

t

|
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Table t'

RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITIIIN TIIE SCOPE OF D RAP

1

System, Structure, or Rationale'2' Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)'"

Control Rod MG Set Field RAW These breakers open on a DAS reactor trip signal demand
Breakers to de-energize the control rod MG sets and allow the rods to

drop.

System: Siain ac Power System (ECS)

Ancillary Diesel Generators EP For post-72 hour actions, these generators are available to
provide power for Class IE monitoring, MCR lighting and
for refilling the PCS water storage tank.

System: hiain and Startup Feedwater System (FWS) |

Startup Feedwater Pumps EP The startup feedwater sy:, tem pumps provide feedwater to
the steam generator. This capability provides an alternate

,

core cooling mechanism to the PRHR heat exchangers for
non-loss-of-coolant accidents or steam generator tube
ruptures.

System: General I& C*

Low Pressure /DP Sensors RAW /CCF The in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) i

level sensors support PMS and DAS functions. They are'
~ DM utilized in automatic actuation and they provide indications

to the operator. IRWST level supports IRWST recirculation
actions.

High Pressure /DP Sensors RAW /CCF The following sensors are included in this group [ main
feedwater flow, startup feedwater flow, pressurizer pressure

..
~

and level, steam generator wide- and narrow 2 range level,
d,M

-

RCS hot leg level and stcatalirte pressure.JThese sensors
suppoi't PMS, DAS and PLS functions. They are utilized in

-

reactor trip and ESF functions, and provide indications to the
operator. Main feedwater flow sensors support startup
feedwater actuation and startup feedwater flow sensors
support PRHR actuation. The hot leg level sensors
automatically actuate the IRWST and provide information to
the operator for manual actuation of the automatic
depressurization system (ADS).

System: Class IE DC Power and Uninterruptible Power System (IDS)

125 Vdc Distribution Panels RAW These panels distribute power to components in the plant
that require IE de power support.

m
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Table 1

RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITilIN Tile SCOPE OF D RAP

System, Structure, or Rationale''' Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)'"

125 Vdc 24 hour Batteries, RAW /CCF The batteries provide power for the PMS and safety-related
Inverters, and Chargers valves. The chargers are the preferred source of power for

Class IE de loads and are the source of charging for the
batteries. The inverters provide uninterruptible ac power to
the I&C system.

Fused Transfer Switch Box RAW The fused disconnect switches connect the different levels of

_

Class IE distribution panels.

125 VbbNr Control EP These buses provide power for the PMS and safety-related
Centers valve operanon.

Tlfe Cl[s ifs QDPp. PLS ,and DAS displays and,4ystctnMam Control Room (MCR) RAW /CCF
/level entrc/mectranisms,providpfmportant plyit inflicat/i ns ,,g,/Displays and System Level 9

Control Mechanisms to /nd v' aria es tojilow the operxfor tymonitp/and control
Support Operator Actions the hlan durird nornvij congt' ions And durfng dt'signiasis

'

j

acciden s.

Reactor Coolant Pump RAW /CCF These breakers open automatically to allow core makeup
Circuit Breakers tank operation.

System: Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS)

PCS Air-Operated Drain EP These valves open automatically to drain water from a water
Isolation Valves storage tank onto the outside surface of the containment

shell. This water provides evaporative cooling of the
containment shell following accidents.-

PCS Water Storage Tank EP These pumps provide the motive force to refill the PCS
Recirculation Pumps water storage tank during post-72 hour support actions.

System: Plant Control System (PLS)

PLS Actuation Hardwate RAW /CCF nis common cause failure event is assumed to disable all
logic outputs from the PLS(/nf//f d)

PLS Logic Cabinet RAW /CCF This is the distributed controller that supports the CVS

Supporting CVS Functions function.

TLS c%mrnua cause faillre R W/CCF) Thi? cornmonTjuse faihr s assumedjb affect both iS /'

[with EMS b k ' b arrdPLS funcfons: 6'
' <

System: Protection and Safety bionitoring System (PhfS)

CMT Lesel Sensors RAW /CCF These level sensors -- "' "-"' Ad provide input
for automatic actuation of the ADS. They also provide
indications to the operator,

e
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This includes the Class 1E PMS (QDPS) and DAS displays and controls.
It also includes the PLS displays and controls associated with CVS
reactor makeup, RNS reactor injection from the IRWST, spent fuel

fp('p cooling, component cooling of RNS and SFS heat exchangers, service
water cooling of CCS heat exchangers, standby diesel generators, and i

hydrogen igniters. These displays and system level control i

mechanisms provide important plant indications and variables to i
allow the operator to monitor and control the plant during normal '

conditions and during design basis accidents.
;

r , Y,P
associated with CVS reactor makeup, RNS reactor injection from the

IIfd IRWST, spent fuel cooling, component cooling of RNS and SFS heat
;p, exchangers, service water cooling of CCS heat exchangers, standby |

diesel generators, and hydrogen igniters.

.

|
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Table I

RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITHIN THE SCOPE OF D-RAP

System, Structure, or Rationale * Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)'"

PMS Actuation Software RAW /CCF The PMS software modules include field input signal
processing, control board signal input processing, actuation
logic algorithms and output logic functions.

Reactor Trip Switch Gear RAW /CCF These breakers open automatically to allow insertion of the
control rods.,

PMS Actuation Hardware RAW /CCF The PMS hardware includes the following:*

IPC Reactor Trip Subsystems ,

IPC ESF Subsystems
ESF Actuation Cabinets
Protection Logic Cabinets
Manual input Multiplexers

System: Passive Core Cooling System (PXS)

Containment Recirculation EP,L2 The containment recirculation lines provide long term core
Isolation MOVs cooling following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The

motor-operated valves open automatically to allow
containment recirculation when the IRWST level is reduced
to about the same level as the containment. The motor-
operated valves also allow long-term core cooling to be

*
provided by the RNS pumps.

These valves together with the IRWST recirculation squib
valves can provide a rapid flooding of the containment to
support in-vessel retention during a severe accident.

IRWST Check Valves RAW /CCF The containment recirculation lines provide long term core
cooling following a LOCA. These check valves open when
the IRWST level is reduced to approximately the same level
as the containment level.

1

IRWST injection Squib RAW /CCF The IRWST injection lines provide long-term core cooling
Valves following a LOCA. These squib valves open automatically j

to allow injection when the RCS pressure is reduced to
below the IRWST injection head,

j IRWST Screens RAW /CCF The IRWST injection lines provide long-term core cooling |

| following a LOCA. These screens are located inside the j
'

IRWST and prevent large particles from being injected into
the RCS. They are designed so that they will not become
obstructed.

_
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l RISK.SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITHIN THE SCOPE OF D RAP j,

l

System, Structure, or Rationale * Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)"'

1

Containment Recirculation RAW /CCF The containment recirculation lines provide long-term core !
Squib Valves cooling following a LOCA. These squib valves open

automatically to allow containment recirculation when the
IRWST level is reduced to about the same level as the
containment level. These squib valves can also allow long-
term core cooling to be provided by the RNS pumps.

,

These squib valves together with the containment
recirculation motor-operated valves can provide a rapid
flooding of the containment to support in-vessel retention
during a severe accident.

Containment Recirculation RAW /CCF The containment recirculation lines provide long-term core
Screens cooling following a LOCA. The screens are located in the

containment and prevent large particles from being injected
into the RCS. They are designed so that they will not
become obstructed.

IRWST Gutter Bypass EP These valves direct water collected in the IRWST gutter to
Isolation Valves the IRWST. This capability extends PRHR heat exchanger

operation.

Accumulator Discharge RAW /CCF These check valves open when the RCS pressure drops
Check Valves below the accumulator pressure to allow accumulator

injection.

CMT Discharge Isolation RAW /CCF These air-operated valves automatically open to allow core
Valves makeup tank injection.

are
CMT Discharge Check These check valves / normally open. They close during
Valves rapid accumulator injection.

PRHR Heat Exchanger RAW /CCF The PRHR heat exchangers provide core cooling following
Control Valves non-LOCAs, steam generator tube ruptures, and anticipated

transients without scram. The air-operated valves
automatically open to initiate PRHR heat exchanger
operation.

System: Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

t

I

|

_
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| Table 1
:
! RISK SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITillN Tile SCOPE OF D-RAP

System, Structure, or Rationale'2' Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)'"

|

|

ADS Stages 1/2/3 EP.L2 The ADS provides a controlled depressurization of the RCS
Motor-Operated Valves following LOCAs to allow core cooling from the

accumulator, IRWST injection, and containment
recirculation. The ADS provides " bleed" capability for
feed / bleed cooling of the core. The ADS also provides
depressurization of the RCS to prevent a high-pressure core

! melt sequence.

ADS 4th Stage Squib RAW /CCF Re ADS provides a controlled depressurization of the RCS

| Valves
[

following LOCAs to allow core cooling from the
accumulator, IRWST injection, and containment
recirculation. The ADS provides " bleed" capability for
feed / bleed coolmg of the core. The ADS also provides

,

depressurization of the RCS to prevent a high-pressure core
melt sequence.

Pressurizer Safety Valves EP These valves provide overpressure protection of the RCS.
1
'

System: Normal Residual Heat Removal System (RNS)

| RNS Pumps EP These pumps provide shutdown cooling of the RCS. They
also provide an alternate RCS lower pressure injection
capability following actuation of the ADS.

The operation of these pumps is RTNSS-important during
shutdown reduced inventory conditions. RNS valve
realignment is not required for reduced inventory
conditions.

RNS Motor-Operated RRW/FVW These MOVs align a flowpath for nonsafety-related makeup

,

Valves to the RCS following ADS operation.

System: Spent Fuel Cooling System (SFS)

| SFS Pumps EP These pumps provide flow to the heat exchangers for

|
removal of the design basis heat load.

i

System: Steam Genemtor System (SGS)

Main Steam isolation RAW The steam generator main steam isolation valves provide
Valves isolation of the steam generator following secondary line

breaks and steam generator tube rupture.

Main Steam Safety Valves EP The steam generator main steam safety valves provide
overpressure protection of the steam generator. They also
provide core cooling by venting steam from the steam
generator.

|

|

I-
I
i

i .
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Table 1

RISK.SIGNIFICANT SSCs WITHIN THE SCOPE OF D RAP

System, Structure, or Rationale''' Insights and Assumptions
Component (SSC)"'

i

System: Service Water System (SWS)
and E m r

Service Water Pumps and EP These pumps / provide cooling of the CCS heat exchangerw,u, 2

M q To g e Q ns "r" 'ila; am/ia; c' 'h: CGS F=: :nh=g : is RTNSS--

important during shutdown reduced-inventory conditions.*

Service water system valve realignment is not required for
reduced inventory conditions.

System: Nuclear Island Nonradioactive Ventilation System (VBS)

VBS MCR and I&C Rooms EP For post-72 hour actions, these fans are available to provide
B/C Ancillary Fans cooling of the MCR and the two I&C rooms (B/C) that

provide post-accident monitoring.
____

System: Chilled Water System (VWS)

VWS Low Capacity RAW /CCF This VWS subsystem provides chilled cooling water to the
Subsystem CVS makeup pump room. The motor-driven pumps,

chillers and unit cooler fans are important components of the
VWS. i

|

System: Onsite Standby Power System (ZOS)

Nonsafety-related Standby EP These diesels provide ac po'wer to support operation of
Diesel Generat 3rs nonsafety related equipment such as the startup feedwater |

pumps, CVS pumps, RNS pumps, CCS pumps, SWS pumps,
-

and the PLS. Providing ac power to the RNS and the

equipment necessary to support its operation is RTNSS-
importantfve recidcoc3 inVfA% dvd:WgYts .

Standby Diesels Room EP These fans provide cooling of the rooms containing the
Cooling Fans standby diesel generators.

Nuclear Fuel SMA The nuclear fuel includes the fuel pellets, fuel cladding, and
associated support structures. This equipment, which
provides a first barrier for release of radioactivity and allows
for effective core cooling, had the least margin in the
seismic margin analysis.

Notes:
1. Only includes equipment at the component level. Other parts of the SSC or support systems are not

included unless specifically listed.
2. Definition of Rationale Terms:

Common Cause Failure (for the SSCs whcse inclusion rationale is RAW /CCF, the RAW isCCF =

based on common cause failure of two or 'nore of the specified SSCs.
Expert PanelEP =

;

Risk Achievement Worth| RAW =

.



.
'

et

nl
.

|
|

Risk Reduction Worth ;RRW =
Seismic Margin Analysis |SMA =

'

3. Maintenance / surveillance recommendations for equipments are documented in each appropriate SSAR
section. |

4. This category captures instrumentation and control equipment common cause failures across systems.

|

|

i
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16 Technical Specifications

| Table 16.2-2
|

| EXAMPLE OF RISK SIGNIFICANT RANKING OF SSCs FOR THE AUTOMATTC
| DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

| Rank'" Event Code Description

| I ED3 MOD 07 EDS3 EAl distribution panel failure or
I unavailable due to testing and maintenance

i 2 AD4 MOD 07, AD4 MOD 08, AD4 MOD 09. Hardware failure of 2 of 4 automatic
l AD4 MOD 10 depressurization system Stage 4 lines (includes
I squib valves)

| 3 ECIBS00lTM. ECBS012TM, ECIBS121TM, Unavailability of bus ECS ES due to'

| EC2BS002TM, EC2BS022TM,EC2BS22tTM unscheduled maintenance .

| 4 AD2 MOD 01, AD2 MOD 02, AD2 MOD 03, Hardware failure of automatic depressurization
| AD2 MOD 04 system Stages 2 and 3 oflines 1 and 2
| (includes motor-operated valves)

l 5 ECOMOD01 Main generator breaker ES01 fails to open

| 6 ED3 MOD 01 Fixed component fails: circuit breaker, inverter )
I or static transfer switch

| 7 ZOlMOD01, ZO2 MOD 01 Diesel generator fails to start and run or |

I breaker 102 fails to close

1 8 202DG00lTM,202DG00lTM Standby diesel generator unavailable due to |

| testing and maintenance l
'

I Note:
I 1. "Ihe ranking is the order of the decreasing risk achievement component importance.

|

|

.

;

|
!

|

'
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9g | EXAMPLE OF' AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM FAILURE MODES AND RECOMMENI)ED O-RAP

(U l \ ACTIVITIES / i

Hoo
b | Component Falhrre M Effect on System Operation Recommended kemarks

f I a\ Tests / Maintenance

*/
I Automatic Failure to open on Failure,gopen blocks reactor Functional every 6 Testing represents a

I depressurization demand coolant systetn vent flow months. risk of reactor coolant

through one o(f the Affected
o parallel systemI system Stage 2

branch lines o depressurizatio , andI and 3 motor-
I operated valves automatic depressurization. therefore should be

l system valve stage. minimized.

/
| Automatic Failure to open on Failure of a Stage 4 aptomatic iqst firing of ASME Code

I depressurization demand depressurization s em valve is explo(ve charge in guidelines enha:eed by

| system Stage 4 the most limit' single valve accordargwith results of squib valve
-

[ l. squib valves failure fro the standpoint of ASME Codhw aggered failure nuxles and

h I auto c depressurization test guidelines. effects analysis

em performance, based on Continuous trickle criteria.*
! s

| this stage being the largest current verification of

| valve size. With the limiting the explosive actuator

| Stage 4 automatic circuit.

| depressurization system valve

I
failure, the automatic

| depressurization system vent

| flow capacity is reduced, but

| safety analysis has %

| demonstrated that the automatic g

i depressurization system still
' R

| meets design basis reactor R (
E.

|
coolant venting requirements. -

b m

26 E
O
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